How to Register a Seed Stand or Seed Orchard

1. Navigate to the online FRM system at https://forest-reproductive-materials-forestergis.hub.arcgis.com/

2. Press ‘Sign In’ and sign in using your username and password

3. Press onto the ‘Basic Material Managers’ tab along the top

4. Complete information fields and submit details.

5. Is stand/orchard higher quality?
   - Yes
3. Stand/orchard will be inspected by inspector before it can be approved
   - Basic Material is Source-Identified
   - No
3. FRM team will check details, approve stand/orchard, assign a Basic Material ID and let you know registration is complete!

6. Is stand indigenous?
   - Yes
3. Aim is for stands to be inspected within 6 weeks, and orchards within 8 weeks
   - No